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ABSTRACT
Counterspeech, i.e., direct responses against hate speech, has be-
come an important tool to address the increasing amount of hate
online while avoiding censorship. Although AI has been proposed
to help scale up counterspeech efforts, this raises questions of how
exactly AI could assist in this process, since counterspeech is a
deeply empathetic and agentic process for those involved. In this
work, we aim to answer this question, by conducting in-depth in-
terviews with 10 extensively experienced counterspeakers and a
large scale public survey with 342 everyday social media users. In
participant responses, we identified four main types of barriers
and AI needs related to resources, training, impact, and personal
harms. However, our results also revealed overarching concerns of
authenticity, agency, and functionality in using AI tools for coun-
terspeech. To conclude, we discuss considerations for designing AI
assistants that lower counterspeaking barriers without jeopardizing
its meaning and purpose.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Counterspeech, i.e., direct responses to mitigate the harms of hateful
or dangerous speech [5], has emerged as amore positive, community-
oriented alternative to deletion-based content moderation that
avoids censorship concerns [96]. Its goals are multifaceted; coun-
terspeech aims to not only minimize harms of hateful speech, but
also to promote positive changes in online communities through
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open dialogue among users [14] and by fostering a sense of commu-
nity [12]. Furthermore, how counterspeech is done can be highly
varied and complex, as it can range from individual replies to a
hateful post to coordinated mass responses via organized groups
and hashtags (e.g., #iamhere, #BlackLivesMatter, #stopasianhate)
[12, 42, 43, 145, 150]. As hate speech prevalence grows in online
spaces [3, 83, 107], coordinating and respondingwith counterspeech
has become increasingly challenging [26, 27].

AI has recently emerged as a potential tool or solution [2, 34, 149]
to assist with this increased demand for counterspeech. However,
designing an AI system for counterspeech is a unique challenge
that requires an understanding of larger context of its impact on
those who do it [8]. On one hand, it is important to reduce the
burden on counterspeakers [67], who are sometimes victims of
hate speech themselves [20]. On the other hand, naive AI solu-
tions that simply generate counterspeech without human oversight
could significantly detract from the authentic, empowering, and
emotionally connecting experience that counterspeech provides
to users [12, 42], despite being a growing area of research in AI
[24, 108, 149].

Given these challenges and tensions, a more deliberate approach
that involves stakeholders with varying degrees of counterspeaking
experience is required, to design tools that can empower counters-
peakers and increase participation in counterspeech. To enable this,
we conduct the first set of studies to collect various perspectives
from users to understand their counterspeech experiences and to
inform the possible role of AI technology in counterspeech. We
partnered with an NGO specialized in responses to hate speech to
ask the following research questions:

RQ1 What are the barriers, if any, for users to engage in counter-
speech?

RQ2 What AI tools, if any, can assist in removing or lowering
these barriers?

RQ3 What are user concerns of using AI tools for counterspeech?

We conduct our studies with two populations of participants with
differing levels of counterspeech experience to understand both
the needs of current, extensively experienced, counterspeakers as
well as less-experienced everyday social media users. We conducted
semi-structured long-form interviews with activists who regularly
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respond to hatred online (N=10), and also surveyed with 342 ev-
eryday social media users who may have never participated in
counterspeech.

Through qualitative analysis, such as grounded theory, we found
several emerging themes, corroborated by our quantitative results.
Our participant responses surfaced tension between barriers and
motivations to counterspeech. At a high level, participants identi-
fied limited resources, lack of training, unclear impact, and fear of
personal harms as deterrence to engage, but were motivated by a
sense of moral duty and positive impact. We characterized AI tools
that were envisioned by participants, functional requirements that
connected to the barriers and the characteristics of such tools (e.g.,
emotional, factual, empowering), toward designing participatory
AI systems for counterspeech. Furthermore, we found that while
participants thought that AI tools could help address these barriers,
they expressed functional doubts and strong concerns of authenticity
and agency in using AI counterspeech tools.

These findings highlight the gap between current research direc-
tions in counterspeech AI assistance and designing an empowering
tool for counterspeakers in addressing the concerns raised by our
participants. As a step towards closing this gap, we outline design
considerations for authenticity of counterspeech, moral agency, and
mental health by connecting our findings to previous works. More
specifically, we make recommendations towards ensuring trans-
parency in online communication, avoiding moral passivity and
disengagement, and promoting mindfulness and intentionality in
interactions and call for future studies to explore the concerns of
AI counterspeech assistance and their solutions.

In summary, our work seeks to understand from both experi-
enced activist counterspeakers and lay-users their perspectives on
online counterspeech through learning about their counterspeech
experiences, envisioned AI tools, and concerns about such tools. In
so doing, we contribute to the discussion on the fight against online
hate especially on counterspeech and role of AI-driven counter-
speech tools. Specifically, our contributions are in (1) synthesizing
the experience of two different populations of users to describe a
theory of counterspeech engagement and barriers to counterspeech,
(2) collaboratively envisioning potential usage of AI, (3) surfacing
concerns of AI tools, and (4) broadening the vision of AI tools for
counterspeech and offering design considerations.

2 RELATEDWORK
To explore counterspeaker needs and AI tools for counterspeech,
we first situate counterspeech more broadly in relation to other hate
speech responses (Section 2.1). We then investigate related works
to understand counterspeech and counterspeakers (Section 2.2).
Finally, we provide an overview of prior works in AI and counter-
speech (Section 2.3) to investigate the direction of AI assistance in
counterspeech and the research gaps that we aim to address in our
work.

2.1 Hate Speech Responses
Hate speech is a commonly seen problem in online communica-
tion, especially on social media platforms [36, 94]. Definition of
hate speech varies across countries, institutions, and communities,
which leads to disagreement over appropriate responses [79]. In the

most extreme cases, hate speech is defined as a weaponized speech
that causes direct harms to individuals such as inciting violence or
hostility [79]; however, speech that causes indirect harms including
devaluation of community norms such as inclusivity can also be
considered hate speech [79, 99]. Thus the many forms and degrees
of harm in hate speech require flexible countering responses [73].
One aspect of hate speech most commonly shared by various defini-
tions is that it has a specific target, a group of people distinguished
by different identities such as religion, race, gender, and sexual
identity [41]. With the scale and pervasiveness of cyberspaces, on-
line hate speech can be especially damaging to the targeted social
groups as it fosters hostility and perpetuates stereotypes and can
even lead to off-line violence [13, 17].

One of the most prevalent solutions to the growing scale of hate
speech has been content moderation through algorithmic censor-
ship [41, 103]. However, algorithmic censorship has been shown
to have many shortcomings [100] causing growing concerns over
freedom of speech, especially with the algorithms tailored to serve
the platform often excluding the users from its decisions [1, 29, 75].
Moreover, many automated hate speech detection has been shown
to be inaccurate, unable to detect subtle hate speech [57, 62] or
biased against certain communities causing further marginaliza-
tion [110, 111]. Some new proposed methods of online governance
include user-based and community-based moderation models [122]
such as collective-decision moderation [98], which require more
involvement from users but offer a more democratic way to make
moderation decisions. Counterspeech, along with these moderation
methods, provides users and platforms with a more flexible solution
that can be used as an alternative or complement to deletion-based
methods to counter hate while influencing a positive cultural shift
through dialogue.

2.2 Counterspeech and Counterspeakers
Counterspeech is a complex phenomenon with many potential
benefits to correct stereotypes [84], prevent the spread of misin-
formation [81], reinforce correct information [126], and to expand
responses to evenmore covert forms of hate speech [4]. Its beneficial
outcomes can help alleviate online hate in many contexts: as part of
a moderation decision to increase transparency by communicating
moderation intent [113], as an intervention against cyberbully-
ing that also shows support towards the victims [105], and more
broadly, as a remedy for harmful speech (e.g., misinformation, pro-
paganda, hateful speech) [97]. Research on online counterspeech
has been focused on social media interactions [93, 97] to measure
its patterns, effectiveness, and role against hate speech. Many of
these studies have been focused on finding effective content for
belief or sentiment change measured through subsequent behaviors
of the poster (e.g., deletion of the hateful post) or those engaged in
the discourse (e.g., sentiment of the comments) and have shown
empathy [59] and civility [56] to have some positive impact on
these measures. However, it requires effort and engagement from
the users doing it, which becomes challenging.

Counterspeakers’ goals are often multifaceted: to change the
view of the bystanders, to recruit more counterspeakers, or to
strengthen community norms [14]. Moreover, counterspeaking can
create connection and solidarity against hate among users as they
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respond to online hate speech collectively as a part of an organized
movements such as #iamhere [12, 42]. While content moderators
sometimes use counterspeech to de-escalate conversations and
algorithmic support for such proactive moderations have been in-
vestigated (e.g., flagging conversations that are likely to devolve
into toxicity [116]), most counterspeakers who are everyday users
have different positionality and power compared to the moderators
[140]. Therefore, in our work, we focus on counterspeakers and the
public to understand the barriers to counterspeaking and tools to
support counterspeech. More specifically, we look at hurdles and
reasoning behind decisions to not engage and how AI tools can
lower these barriers, which have not yet been studied and require
further investigation.

2.3 AI Assistance in Counterspeech
As counterspeech has become an increasingly important avenue for
responding to hate speech online, the issue of scaling this effort has
become an active research topic. Full automation of counterspeech
is thoughts of as artificial agents such as bots responding to speech
that are detected to be hateful [34]. Following such framework,
automation of hate speech detection could be considered a part
of counterspeech assistance; however, the focus of these studies
have been on detection only with limited annotations [41, 103]
lacking in specification or adaptation for diverse solutions [100].
Counterspeech generation and detection have more recently be-
come the focus of research community. Automatic detection [147]
and computational analysis of large scale counterspeech [43] have
been used to understand its characteristics and to inform effective
content. Prior works on automatic generation of counterspeech
[91, 149] relied on curated or scraped datasets [25, 63] and evalu-
ation metrics based on correct countering claims [55] or emotion
and politeness [108]. Some methods used limited response intent
such as question, denouncing, and humor in dataset [25] and as
part of the generation method [53]. In addition, counterspeech gen-
eration in dialogue systems (e.g., Alexa, Cortana, etc.) has come into
focus as well [132]. These approaches, while offering interesting
explorations, did not consider counterspeech and its full context or
the complex user intentions of counterspeaking.

Moreover, ethical implication and value of automation have not
been addressed and require further consideration [34, 46]. This
is becoming an increasingly important topic to address as online
hate incidents are increasing [82] and AI, which is not well defined
even among experts [129], is becoming more and more prevalent
in our society and in the public’s daily activities [19]. Therefore,
in this work, we seek to answer how AI can best help counters-
peakers by bringing attention to users, their intentions and barriers,
and collaboratively identifying possibilities and concerns of AI for
counterspeech.

3 METHODOLOGY
To understand counterspeech with diverse perspectives of both
activists and everyday users, we used a mixed methods approach
[119]. The interview participants, who are counterspeech activists,
are characterized by their extensive involvement in counterspeak-
ing through systematic efforts (e.g., repetitive, over an extended
period of time) and their understanding of counterspeech. These

participants were recruited through pre-established relationships
with the partnered NGO. On the other hand, the survey partici-
pants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) without
particular pre-screening based on their counterspeech experiences,
to capture perspectives more representative of everday social me-
dia users. Our approach focuses on understanding both the depth
and breadth of counterpseech experiences by mixing qualitative
and quantitative studies of the two populations. To this end, we
developed semi-structured interview guidelines and a survey in-
formed by the responses using an exploratory sequential design [33].
Moreover, to gather diverse applications of AI from both groups of
participants, we first ask questions about an envisioned application
without defining the type of AI (e.g., generative AI, classification
models) as to ensure creative and even future-oriented answers.
We then ask more specific questions about some common types
of AI tools envisioned by experts in relevant literature and by the
research team, such as tools that use generative AI (e.g., counter-
speech bots, revision support through rewriting) or uses retrieval
based support (e.g., tool that suggests facts). We used grounded the-
ory to analyze the qualitative results and triangulation to support
our findings discussed in Section 4.

Participant ID Country of Residence Years Counterspeaking
1 Ethiopia 2
2 USA 4
3 Cameroon 5
4 Australia 7
5 France 6
6 Canada 5
7 USA 10
8 USA 3
9 USA 2
10 USA 4

Table 1: Interview participant demographics: their country of
residence and number of years being involved in systematic
counterspeaking.

3.1 Interview Study
We first conducted semi-structured interviews with experienced
counterspeakers to understand counterspeech from participants
with diverse experiences countering hate and a more developed
identity as counterspeakers. We asked questions to understand
their counterspeech experiences and thoughts on AI tools, possible
benefits and drawbacks, to provide insights into each of our research
questions.

3.1.1 Interview Procedure. To gain an in-depth understanding of
the challenges counterspeakers face, the strategies they use, and
their thoughts about using AI to improve their counterspeech, we
employed a qualitative research design, utilizing semi-structured
interviews as the primary data collection method. We chose semi-
structured interviews as they allow participants to express their
thoughts, experiences, and perspectives, while also providing the
flexibility to probe for deeper insights as the conversation unfolds.
To ensure consistency, we developed an interview guide which
consisted of open-ended questions designed to explore participants’
experiences doing counterspeech (e.g., methods of finding hate
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speech, frequency and audience of counterspeech, and most re-
warding experiences) and their insights into how AI tools could
aid or complicate their work (e.g., their thoughts on counterspeech
bots, open questions about envisioned AI tools). One of the authors
conducted all interviews over online video calls in English between
May and July of 2023.

3.1.2 Participant Recruitment. Ten participants were purposefully
selected based on their long-term experience of counterspeaking
online in a systematic way. Recruitment was carried out by direct
invitations through the partnered NGO. The participants came from
a variety of backgrounds in different contexts (from Europe, Africa,
and North America). Some did counterspeaking collectively, while
others responded individually. This sampling approach aimed to
ensure a diverse range of perspectives and rich data for analysis. All
participants provided informed consent prior to their participation,
and confidentiality and anonymity were maintained throughout
the study, with pseudonyms used in reporting findings. We report
their country of residence and years of experience counterspeaking
in Table 1.

3.2 Survey Study
To understand a broader user experience with hate speech and
counterspeech, we conducted a survey study with participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). To ensure the quality
of our results [76], we pre-qualified workers using the process
detailed in Appendix A.1 and excluded survey results with non-
sensical qualitative answers (e.g., repetitive answers, discussing
irrelevant technology, or using copy-pasted answers from other
internet sources). The study was approved by our institution’s IRB,
and all survey responses were collected in August 2023. The survey
took median 8 minutes, and we compensated workers at a rate of
$12/hr.

3.2.1 Survey Questions. To get an overview of counterspeech ex-
periences of a wider population, we designed a survey asking par-
ticipants questions shown in Table 2. The three main parts of the
survey were hate speech experience, counterspeech experience, and
AI tools for counterspeech, followed by questions on demographics.
In the first part, we asked the participants questions about social
media usage and their experiences with hate speech online such
as types of hate and details about their experience (e.g., platform
and type of online space - public or private) (5 questions). The sec-
ond part of the survey consisted of questions about counterspeech
experience as previous responses to hate speech and barriers to
responding (7 questions). The third part of the survey focused on
questions about AI tools (e.g., openness to using an AI tool, pref-
erences towards specific types of AI assistance) (5 questions). To
avoid priming the participants toward specific type of responses
on envisioned AI tools, we showed open-ended questions (SQ14
and 15) on separate screen to the survey questions that mention
tools suggested by the research team. Additionally, questions ask-
ing about hate speech and counterspeech experiences (SQ3-SQ14)
were skipped for those who responded that they have never seen
hate speech online (SQ2, option "Never", N=12).

3.2.2 Participant Demographics. Since we recruited mainly from
U.S. and Canada, majority of the participants were from the U.S.

(98%) and many of them identified as white or Caucasian (83%). On
question about gender identity, 56% of participants identified as
male and 41% female. When asked about sexuality, 85% reported as
being straight (heterosexual) followed by bisexual (6%) and asexual
(2%). On the political spectrum, participants were liberal-leaning
with strongly liberal 22%, liberal 32%, moderate 18%, conservative
17%, and strongly conservative 8%. As shown in Figure 1a, 94% of
the respondents had experience encountering hate speech online
and 70% had experience responding to hate speech (e.g., writing a
comment, sending a private message, or adding a negative reaction)
but only 8% did so frequently or all the time even though 22%
encountered hate speech frequently or all the time. Out of those
who had experience countering hate speech, 72% had previously
responded by adding a comment or reply under the post. Moreover,
the most commonly seen type of hate speech was race-based or
ethnicity-based (56%) (Figure 1b), and most participants primarily
responded either equally as an ally and targeted group (45%) or as
an ally (36%). Additional analysis of demographics of participants
are shown in Appendix A.2

3.3 Analysis Methods
To conduct a comprehensive analysis, two separate groups of au-
thors first performed grounded theory and open coding on the
free text interview and survey data, respectively. The authors then
consolidated and synthesized the findings to build a cohesive theo-
retical framework. Additionally, the quantitative responses were
analyzed and integrated with the qualitative results.

3.3.1 Data Preparation. Interview data was transcribed by the
author who conducted the interview to ensure participant confi-
dentiality. Moreover, the qualitative responses of the survey data
were aggregated using quantitative results to answer specific re-
search questions. For barriers to counterspeech (RQ1, Section 4.1),
we looked at the open-ended responses to the survey question about
barriers (SQ12, option "other"). For the possibilities of AI tools in
counterspeech (RQ2, Section 4.2), we analyzed the reason why par-
ticipants were willing to use AI tools in counterspeech (SQ14) from
participants who were willing to adopt AI tools in counterspeech
(SQ12, options "likely" or "neutral"). We also analyzed participants
responses on envisioned AI tools in counterspeech (SQ15). For the
concerns of AI involvement in counterspeech (RQ3, Section 4.3), we
analyzed the reason why participants did not want to use AI tools
in counterspeech (SQ14) from participants who were unwilling to
use these tools (SQ12, options "neutral" and "unlikely").

3.3.2 Qualitative Analysis. Grounded theory methodology [21, 47]
was employed to analyze the interview data. This iterative and
systematic approach allowed for the discovery and development
of theories directly from the data. The analysis process involved
three key coding stages: open coding (i.e., generating initial codes
by breaking down the data into meaningful units), axial coding
(i.e., identifying broader categories and subcategories to establish
relationships between codes), and selective coding (i.e., developing
a theoretical framework by refining and integrating categories).
Survey datawas also analyzed using open coding but did not employ
the last two stages of the grounded theory.
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Question Topic QId Question

Hate Speech

SQ1 Which social media platforms or online spaces do you use at least once a week
SQ2 How often, if ever, do you encounter speech online that you consider to be hateful?
SQ3 On which social media platforms or online spaces do you feel like you see hateful speech most often (choose up to three)
SQ4 Do you see more hateful speech in private online spaces (e.g., direct messages, private Facebook group) or public online spaces?
SQ5 Which of the following categories of hateful speech do you see most frequently? (select all that apply)

Counterspeech

SQ6 How frequently, if ever, have you responded to hateful speech in a way that tried to counter the speech? (e.g., writing a denouncing or disagreeing
comment, sending a private message, adding a negative reaction)

SQ7 How do you usually try to counter hateful speech? (choose up to three)
SQ8 Which statement do you agree with most?
SQ9 Who do you primarily respond to?
SQ10 If you have written a reply to hateful speech online before, which of the following tactics have you used (check all that apply)
SQ11 If you had to choose your most used tactic from that list, which would you choose (same question as before, but this time just tell us your most used

tactic):
SQ12 If you have seen hateful speech online before and chosen NOT to respond (react or write a reply), which of the following do you agree with? (choose

all that apply)

AI Tools

SQ13 If there was an AI tool to help you respond to hateful speech by specifically addressing the concerns you selected previously, how likely would you
be to consider using it?

SQ14* What are the reasons that you are likely or unlikely to use it?
SQ15* What type of AI assistance do you think would make you more likely to write a reply to hate speech?
SQ16 Select the following possible AI tools that would be useful for you to post a reply to hate speech. (select all that apply)
SQ17 How do you feel about the following bots that automatically engage with hate speech?

Table 2: Questions listed in the public survey with participants on MTurk. * denotes an open-ended survey question.

Interviews. The first two stages of coding were conducted by
the same author who conducted the interviews, as was required
by our IRB to protect participant confidentiality. During open cod-
ing, the interview transcript was broken down into meaningful
units through line-by-line coding. Then, stage three coding was
conducted by the research team, integrating the findings of both
the survey research and the interview study.

Survey. For qualitative survey data, two authors inductively gen-
erated codes for 25% of the data by developing individual codebooks
and labeling each instance with one or more codes. Each code was
given a name and a short description. Next, the authors convened
to merge their codebooks by combining codes with similar themes
into a single code and unanimously agreeing to add, merge, or
delete the codes through discussion in case of disagreement. Finally,
the authors performed a second round of coding by deductively
applying the shared codebook to the entire dataset individually.
The authors then reconvened and for each instance, applied the
codes upon unanimous agreement based on discussion. Disagree-
ments largely occurred due to differing scopes of codes and at times
different interpretations of the statements, which were resolved
through discussion.

3.3.3 Quantitative Analysis. We report the quantitative responses
with percentage of participant responses. For questions that allowed
multiple choices (e.g., select all that apply, choose up to three), we
calculated the percentage over the number of participants who
responded. Following best practices for opinion surveys [77], we
also aggregate similar responses together (e.g., extremely likely,
likely).

4 FINDINGS
To understand counterspeech and potential impact of AI involve-
ment from both activist- and lay-user perspective, we present find-
ings from the analysis of both studies together in this section. As
shown in Figure 2, we found that AI usage benefits could be mapped
to the barrier each addressed. Moreover, the concerns of AI tools

could also be linked to the themes discussed in other section in
detracting from intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, questioning the
usage benefits, and negatively impacting counterspeech as a whole.

We first describe our theory of the counterspeech process, and
then findings related to each research question: barriers to coun-
terspeech (RQ1), possibilities of AI tools (RQ2), and concerns of
AI involvement in counterspeech (RQ3). We denote interview par-
ticipants as IP and survey participants as SP throughout the sec-
tion for clarity. We highlight the names of codes by using an
underlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font styleunderlined font style throughout this section for visibility and clar-
ity of connection between the findings and the code. Codes devel-
oped for each section are listed in Appendix B.

An Inductive Theory of the Counterspeaking
Process and Motivation
In our analyses, we found that many counterspeakers shared a
similar process for counterspeaking, and had similar themes for
their motivation to engage.

Three-step Counterspeaking Process. Our analyses highlighted
that these three steps were commonly discussed in participants’
counterspeaking process: (1) deciding to respond, (2) formulating a
response, and (3) posting as well as engaging with the reactions of
the audience. As a first step, counterspeakers either came across
or actively looked for hate speech, assessed its harms, and made
decisions based on effort and impact trade-offs on whether “it would
be effective enough to be worth my time and effort” (SP135). After de-
ciding to respond, participants formulated a response, usually com-
ments or posts, to counter hate. Some words used by participants
characterizing the responses they would create were “thoughtful”
(SP331), “impactful” (SP81), and “mindful” (SP289). The last step of
counterspeaking was posting and dealing with the reactions includ-
ing positive reactions such as “liking a comment or responding to
a comment” (IP9), negative “push back” (IP4), or no reaction. Each
step of counterspeech required effort and time, although varying in
amount, and a set of barriers existed, which are discussed further
in Section 4.1.
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(a) Hate speech (SQ2, N=342) and counterspeech (SQ6, N=330) experiences of participants shown through responses
to likert scale question on frequency of hate speech encounter and counter hate speech frequency.
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(b) Most commonly seen hate speech categories (SQ5, N=330) identified by the participants shown in percentages of participants
who selected the option. Participants were asked to select all that apply.

Figure 1: Participant responses on hate speech and counterspeech experience questions and most commonly seen type of hate.

Counterspeaker Motivations. Experienced counterspeakers ex-
pressed both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, moral duty and
positive impact, that encouraged them to take the above steps to
engage against hate.

Counterspeakers we interviewed largely saw counterspeaking
as a moral duty. Many believed that it was the “ rightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightrightright thing to do”
(IP1). Many found meaning in counterspeech in shared values as
IP7 noted:

“I believe in it. I didn’t do it just because I got a kick out
of it.”

The sense of moral duty towards counterspeech was also shared
by survey participants as SP107 wrote:

“I would really like to be able to make the internet a
safer and more healthy place to spend their time, so if I
could reduce the amount of hatred and misinformation
on there, I would do it.”

However, some survey participants disagreed with this perspective
sharing that “I did not respond because for the most part people should

be able to say what they want. It’s up to us whether we choose to be
hurt by someone’s comments or not” (SP190).

Another extrinsic motivation discussed by many participants
was the positive impactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpactimpact of counterspeech. The types of impact
participants found most rewarding varied, ranging from influenc-
ing the conversation to causing a view change or consoling those
targeted by hateful speech. For example, participants mentioned
the following rewarding experiences: seeing a positive change in
the comment section, learning that their counterspeech “changed
the mind of (even) one person” (IP1), and knowing that they have
“helped someone who had maybe been reading the comments and had
been upset by them” (IP4). Participants emphasized that they felt
rewarded even when the scale of their impact was small.

4.1 Counterspeech Barriers (RQ1)
To answer our first research question (RQ1), we analyzed participant
responses around pain points of counterspeech and reasons behind
not engaging in counterspeech. As shown in Figure 2, there were
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Figure 2: An overview of interactions between the themes surfaced in Section 4. The figure, from left to right, show an overall
counterspeech experience surfaced from participant responses. Participants’ intrinsic and extrinsic motivation encouraged
participants to engage in the counterspeaking process broken down into three steps. Themes found in beneficial AI usage�
could be rooted in each barrier, shown by the arrows in the figure, and themes found in AI concerns F were linked to different
aspects of counterspeech including motivations, functionality of AI for counterspeech, and counterspeech as a whole.

four high-level themes in counterspeech barriers identified by the
participants: limited resources, lack of training, unclear impact, and
personal harms.

The barriers that were discussed commonly across all stages were
required resourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresourcesresources such as time and energy and personal harm on
mental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental health. Overall, participants discussed that counterspeech
can “take a lot of resources” (IP2) and can be overwhelming as “it
sometimes gets to be too much” (IP5). Since most interview partici-
pants were volunteer counterspeakers, there was no compensation
for their time or harm to their mental health. As IP2 shared, “No one
pays me - it’s the time investment”. Similarly, the resource barrier
was reflected in the survey responses as 21% of the participants
answered that they did not write a reply because they did not have
enough time (Table 3). The concern for mental health was also
shared. As SP12 said, “I would get too upset about it and I have
enough stress already in my life.” For the remaining discussion of
counter speech barriers, we organize our discussion of how these
barriers occur with respect to the three steps of the counterspeaking
process.

Deciding to Respond. Our findings showed that the most influ-
ential consideration to the decision of counterspeech was in the
resource and impact trade-offs. As a way of strategizing for impact,
activists spent time finding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speechfinding hate speech looking for interactions
where it would be “worth it” (IP1) for them to respond. They often
looked at not only the hateful post but also the interactions around
it (e.g., activity level of the comment thread), which could take
additional time as reflected in IP10’s experience of spending “up to
two hours looking for good actions”. Similar effort to assess resource
and impact trade-offs had to be made in discerning whether the
hate speech was coming from “trolls” (SP115) or “bots” (SP341). For
example, SP232 shared, “I didn’t know if the person who stated is in
[sic] actor paid to say it so my response would be meaningless or that

the writer is actually just a bot”. Correct assessment of the impact
was further complicated by algorithms on the platform as noticed
by SP227, “I don’t want to engage & help the comment have more
impact”. Supporting these decision considerations shared by the
participants, the unclear reachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreach of counterspeech at this stage was
the most influential reason to not engage (73%; see Table 3).

Formulating a Response. Participants shared that this stage can
be one of the most time-intensive as IP6 reflected, “It takes me
forever to craft something that would make sense.” Moreover, lack of
trainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtrainingtraining was also noted as a barrier at this stage as people “don’t
always know what to say” (IP3) to reachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreach their audience to effectively
counter hate. This can be especially true for beginners. As IP7
recalled, when he first started counterspeaking, he was “not as
well-versed in the subject or in framing the argument and being
persuasive.” Survey results also showed that lack of training was a
barrier to counterspeech, however, not all participants responded
by formulating their ownmessage. Out of those who had responded
to hate speech before, 72% of the survey participants said they had
previously responded by commenting or posting a reply, but some
chose to rather use existing response methods such as downvoting
or disliking the post (70%) or reporting the hateful post (49%). While
not all respondents had experience writing counterspeech, when
asked about reasons for not engaging, 22% of participants did not
know what to say and 17% did not know how to express what
they wanted to say (see Table 3). Survey participants used various
tactics in their responses. Most commonly, they had “tried to correct
misinformation or fact-check inaccuracies” (70%) or “tried to shame
the person who has posted hateful speech” (36%) but also posted
links to other sources (34%), tried to be funny (21%) or emotionally
connect (21%).

Posting and Aftermath. At this step of the counterspeaking pro-
cess, the lack of reactions and negative reactions are barriers to
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Counterspeech Barrier Response, % (N=330)
I did not respond because I didn’t think responding would have an impact 73
I did not respond because I didn’t want people to be mad at me or send me hateful or threatening messages 31
I did not write a reply because I did not know what to say 22
I did not write a reply because I didn’t have enough time 21
I did not write a reply because I didn’t know how to say what I wanted to say 17
Other 9

Table 3: Options and participant responses to question about counterspeech barriers (SQ12 in Table 2). Participant responses
are shown in percentages of participants who agreed with the listed reason for not responding. Participants were asked to
choose all that apply.

future action. Counterspeaker activists reported being discouraged
or demotivated by the limiting reachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreachreach as one participant highlighted,
“When you feel unheard and it’s like I’m doing this for nothing - it’s
not really getting the word out - it’s frustrating” (IP1). Counterspeech
sometimes caused participants to become the target of hate as well,
negatively impacting theirmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental healthmental health. For example, IP4 recalled
that “For a while, the push back was getting to me”. Therefore, coun-
terspeakers opened themselves up to varying amounts of riskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskriskwhen
posting, and it became a significant barrier as shared by IP4, “The
less I say, the less room I give people to attack.” This is similarly
reflected in the public survey opinion, as 31% of participants saying
they did not respond because they did not want to upset others
or receive hateful messages (see Table 3). Additionally, survey par-
ticipants saw more hate speech in public online spaces (84%) and
were primarily responding to audiences that included people that
they did not know (94%). As IP1 reflected, “it’s risky when you put
yourself out there”, highlighting that responding to hate speech
can open up confrontation in public spaces with strangers. This
risks could be amplified when counterspeakers commented about
highly controversial topics or did their work while living under
authoritarian regimes or in conflict zones.

4.2 Possibilities of AI Tools (RQ2)
To answer our second research question (RQ2) on possible AI tools,
we discuss our findings from the analysis on participants’ responses
about the benefits of AI tool usage and their description of tools
that would encourage them to write a response. Overall, the biggest
difference seen between the two populations was in level of AI in-
volvement; active counterspeakers saw possibilities for using AI to
augment their work to make the process more efficient and amplify
their voices, whereas lay-participants expressed a more diverse
set of needs and preferences. The usage goals and characteristics
could be mapped to the themes of barriers they addressed as seen
in Figure 2. We break these down into a description of the types
of support, empowerment, emotional, and factual support and the
types of tools, level of involvement in the counterspeaking process
and the definition of usability.

Empowerment. Some participants also characterized their pre-
ferred tool as empowering and aligned, with themselves or cultural
societal norms, especially towards creating a positive impact. For
example, SP97 was interested in using AI tools “So that I can help
people being attack(ed) by these hateful speech.” Similarly, SP139
showed positive interest towards AI tools “Because it might increase
the chance to actually make an impact”. SP28 was interested in the

support of AI tools “Because it would help me speak up more.” Par-
ticipants also wanted tools that were alignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedalignedaligned with them, which
could “write a response EXACTLY LIKE I WOULD” (SP30). Some
acknowledged that tools also need to be aligned with cultural and
societal norms to create “unbiased” (SP126) responses.

Emotional Support. Participants brought up the need for emo-
tionally supportive AI tools in various ways. On one hand, some
participants thought that AI tools could help them with regulat-
ing their own emotions as they believed that AI’s “emotional de-
tachment could help me remain composed” (SP160). On the other
hand, others thought that AI tools could help connect people to
“think in a more empathetic way” (SP262) focusing on different
perceived AI capabilities and stylistic preferences. Emotional sup-
port was also a commonly brought up need to help formulate an
effective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communicationeffective communication. Most notably, participants wanted tools
to help communicate or understand emotions that shows emotional
intelligence. For example, SP107 proposed a tool with an “AI that
could delve into the psychology of why a person posted what they did,
and then give me a response that could really tap into that person’s
mind and give me a response that they will actually care about.”

Factual Support. Many participants were also interested in AI
tools that could gather or show relevant informationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformationinformation. These par-
ticipants wanted support in crafting factualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactualfactual and logical responses,
either via resource recommendation or through fact- or argument-
checking their own responses, to correct misinformation in the
hateful speech. An example of such tool, discussed by SP9, would
“pull in articles to prove a point/correct misinformation”. In corrob-
oration of these desired needs, fact-based support was the most
preferred in our quantitative survey responses as evidenced by rel-
evant facts bot (66%) and an AI tool that suggests facts (58%) being
the most selected or liked AI usages (Figure 3c and 3b).

Level of AI Involvement. Participant responses showed prefer-
ences towards varying amount of AI involvement at different stages
of the counterspeaking process (Section An Inductive Theory of
the Counterspeaking Process and Motivation). In the first step of
the process (deciding to respond), some survey participants showed
preference for an AI tool that automates this step as a part of a
full automation, i.e., that detects hate speech and automatically
reportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreportsreports and/or “blocks or deletes” (SP148). Some interview partici-
pants also expressed interest towards a detection tool to “identify
hate speech more efficiently” (IP5), however, unlike the survey par-
ticipants, wanted full control of the subsequent counterspeaking
steps.
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Figure 3: Survey participant responses on quantitative questions about AI tools.
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In the second step (formulating a response), the varying levels of
involvement ranged from collaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborativecollaborative tools to provide guidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidanceguidance
“to find arguments to counter hate speech more effectively” (SP104)
to response support tools like “one(s) that recommends possible
replies” (SP132) . The collaborative tools described by participants
were characterized by less AI involvement with more input from
users that would provide correction of “mistakes like grammatical
mistakes, factual mistakes, etc.” (SP256), “customization options” to
preserve communication style (SP160), or “help with idea generation”
(SP231).

At the last step of the counterspeaking process (posting and after-
math), participants often wanted heavier AI involvement to reduce
personal harms. One type of support identified was to provide an
AI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxyAI proxy, often in anonymity, to counterspeak “without worrying
about potential blowback” (SP48). Moreover, participants wanted
tools to help deal with possible negative reactions with a protective
AI tool, for example, “An AI that would respond to the hateful things
that people said back or messaged to me.” (SP110).

Overall, participants wanted AI tool’s involvement to also help
reduce harm to mental health by making counterspeaking “less
stressful” (SP35). Additionally, IP3 proposed an educational tool
that could be helpful to address the barrier in lack of training, “It
would train people and walk them through the process of how to
design a campaign.” Notably, the two populations showed different
levels of preferred AI involvement, as lay-participants endorsed full
automation and showedmore interest towards heavier involvement.

Defining Usability. The most prevalent preference surfaced was
towards a usable tool. While this result is unsurprising, understand-
ing aspects of usability could be helpful as to avoid building tools
that are confusing, difficult to learn, or even useless. Participants de-
scribed usability in two dimensions, ease of adoption and functional.
Especially to address the barriers related to limited resources, par-
ticipants wanted efficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiency and to save timetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetimetime, as specified by SP9 as
“something that makes it as quick and easy as possible to reply”. Some
participants further detailed a possible tool that would be “provided
by the site itself so I would not have to waste time getting a reply from
another site” (SP95) highlighting that it should cause a minimal
amount of disruption or overhead. There were varying perceptions
of the functionality of AI systems, as some survey participants be-
lieved that AI would be better than them in being “more effective”
(SP169) by having “more experience” (SP201), whereas others were
more skeptical and wanted to “try it to see if it is beneficial for me”
(SP6). Thus, many participants echoed curiosity around usability
of the systems, which depended on their functional benefit.

4.3 Concerns of AI Involvement in
Counterspeech (RQ3)

Our final research question (RQ3) asked about concerns regard-
ing AI involvement in counterspeech. To answer this question,
we present our findings from analysis of interview and survey re-
sponses that presented reasons against using AI tools or showed
concerns about AI involvement. Our analysis surfaced four themes:
short-term concerns of credibility, long-term negative impact on
authenticity leading to disengagement in counterspeech, loss of
agency over and dehumanization of counterspeech, and functional-
ity doubts about AI tools. As illustrated in Figure 2, concerns about

AI involvement could be connected to their negative impact on
motivations discussed in Section An Inductive Theory of the Coun-
terspeaking Process and Motivation, benefits of AI tools mentioned
in Section 4.2, or counterspeaking as a whole in long-term.

4.3.1 Loss of Authenticity and Agency. Authenticity and agency
were overarching concerns across the two different populations of
participants. In the short term, AI involvement could make coun-
terspeech seem insincere and reduce speaker credibility to the
audience (e.g., original poster, bystanders). For more experienced
counterspeakers who have built an audience and a rapport, using
AI could pose a risk of losing this trust. For example IP7 said, “If
people figure out it’s a bot (an automated response), then it loses all
credibility.” Similarly, sincerity of care about standing up against
hate, especially in the choice to stand up for specific topics, made
counterspeech meaningful as a moral action as expressed by SP294:

“If I’m going to respond to hate speech, I want it to
come from me, because it’s something I stand up for. I
wouldn’t want an AI to be apart [sic] of something so
important to my personality and morality.”

Authentic care and intentions were also central to connection as
shared by IP8:

“The process itself I find very satisfying. Having a sense
of not being alone. You have all these people from all
over the world, and you consider them friends, which
is crazy, because you don’t know them. For me, what’s
really touching is that someone out there is just there
to support me. I’m not the only one who thinks this.”

Thus, participants emphasized the value of credibility and sincerity
in their work as shared by IP2 that “If you are trying to be genuine,
then you have to, you know, be a genuine human.”

Participants also shared concerns over agencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagencyagency in the counters-
peaking process that might arise with the use AI tools. For example,
SP6 said, “I like using my words not being tied to what AI says”.
Similarly, interview participants also communicated concerns of
agency, reflecting that their identity as counterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakerscounterspeakers and more
broadly as moral agents were reinforced through counterspeaking.
For example, IP8 described how empowering it is when you make
a visible impact after responding to online hatred:

“There is something incredibly magical about turning
something really hateful in the other direction. You feel
you aren’t hopeless or helpless.”

Experienced counterspeakers also discussed their concerns about
making moral compromises by using similar tools as those using
hate speech bots making them “no better than what is being used”
(IP6). Additionally, SP277 discussed possible moral degradation of
counterspeech that would be made permissible by AI tools:

“I would like to have the support of the tool, and to be
honest it sort of makes me feel like I have some plausible
deniability if an issue arises. In a worst case scenario I
would be able to "blame" it on the AI.”

Participants worried that over time these concerns could develop
into long-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-termlong-term negative impacts on online communication. At a
larger scale, excessive use of AI tools, especially without meaningful
human oversight, could make joining realrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealrealreal activism and finding
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genuine connection more difficult. IP5 warned against participation
fatigue, comparing AI counterspeech to petitions:

“Look at petitions. There was a moment when petitions
were kind of rare. Now you are harassed with petitions,
and they don’t have any purpose anymore. They are
creating a false, passive attitude that ’I’ve already done
my bit.’ Why would we want to replicate that?”

Moreover, without authentic intentions behind counterspeech, pos-
sible AI automation could reduce the meaning of counterspeech as
IP6 emphasized through a comparison to robot fights:

“Where is the human component to that? Yeah, like, it’s
like watching those robot fights where it’s just the robots.
It’s like, I don’t know, then it becomes a game, right?
And it almost, I don’t know if the word is dehumanizes,
but it desensitizes people from what is actually going
on.”

Thus, careless AI involvement could exacerbate an already preva-
lent attitude towards disengagement shared by lay-participants who
believed that engaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpfulengaging was not helpful and would rather avoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoidavoid
hate speech because they did not care enough. This sentiment
was related in the response by SP137 who was not likely to use an
AI tool because:

“[It] just seems like a waste of time that will create the
prospect of them using an AI tool to respond to me. This
will result in both of our AI tools going back and forth
indefinitely and won’t solve anything overall.”

4.3.2 Doubts in AI Capabilities. Functionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubtsFunctionality doubts of whether
AI tools can actually address these barriers were also shared be-
tween the two populations of participants. Despite some survey par-
ticipants calling for emotionally aware AI tools (Section 4.2), many
participants believed that AI did not have the emotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligenceemotional intelligence
to adequately counterspeak. Some noted that they are not “funny or
clever” (IP2), and highlighting the lack of empathy in these systems,
IP1 said, “It couldn’t cover the human aspect of empathy”. Moreover,
participants distrusted AI, sharing their perception that “AI tools are
often wrong and I wouldn’t want its bias to affect what I am posting”
(SP143). The limitations of its training data and cultural bias were
noted by IP3 who shared the concern that “These are trained on
Western data, so I immediately found a problem with that... Hate
speech in Cameroon is definitely not [the same as] hate speech in the
United States.” AI assistance was also seen as limited in solving the
problem of personal harm such as becoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the targetbecoming the target of retali-
ation, and SP156 noted that AI involvement would not solve the
platforms’ algorithmic problems to counterspeech as it would still
“drive(s) traffic to it (hate speech) which makes it a bigger problem”
(SP156).

5 DISCUSSION
To answer how AI assistance should be developed to improve the
process of counterspeaking and not to detract from its meaning,
we conducted interviews and surveys with both experienced coun-
terspeakers and everday social media users to investigate three
research questions: what are barriers to counterspeaking (RQ1),
how could AI tools assist in counterspeech (RQ2), and what are
some concerns about AI involvement in counterspeech (RQ3).

Our analyses surfaced barriers and AI needs with four different
themes to inform functional needs of AI assistance and found that
many participants thought AI tool could be empowering. Moreover,
we discovered themes of counterspeaker motivations, especially in
connection to self and others, highlighting the human components
of counterspeech. Through understanding participants’ concerns
of AI involvement, we identified that without careful considera-
tions, AI tools could do more harm than good, detracting from
counterspeaker motivations and reducing meaning in communica-
tion. Based on our findings we build a set of recommendations and
considerations for designing beneficent AI tools for counterspeech.

5.1 Possible Tools to Address Barriers to
Counterspeech

Our study participants described many different barriers to counter-
speech at various stages of engagement as discussed in Section 4.1.
However, previous works in AI have focused on a narrow set of
challenges for assistance and automation: automatic counterspeech
generation [53, 55, 108, 149] and analysis and detection of both hate
speech and counterspeech [43, 63]. Our findings paint a broader
picture, especially through the theory of counterspeech engage-
ment, and highlight where tools and resources would encourage
bystander intervention towards countering hate. More specifically,
participants described needs for further research and assistance in
education, bot detection, and online safety. Education and training
in all three stages (e.g., learning when to engage, how to engage,
and how to handle backlash) could simplify and encourage coun-
terspeech. For example, classrooms can play an essential role in
counterspeech education as teachers already play an important role
in educating students in handling digital risks and experiences [88].
However, as Castellví et al. has shown, training and resources are
needed to equip them with diverse strategies to construct effective
counterspeech [18]. Therefore, resources in counterspeech educa-
tion, which could be enhanced by AI [10], and continued work on
understanding different strategies and effective responses [59, 95]
are highly necessary.

Moreover, participants highlighted the importance of impact in
their decision to respond. In their consideration, knowing whether
their comments would have an impact to their recipients or others
mattered. Therefore, efforts in counterspeech research to under-
stand and model the impact of counterspeech could be valuable
to users to understand the impact of their actions, which could be
aided by AI and algorithmic tools [44, 90]. Many participants also
noted that they did not want to respond to a bot, and as previous
works have shown, social bots (i.e., algorithms that produce content
and interact with users on social media) are an ongoing problem
in many social media platforms [40]. AI bot detection using neural
methods have been explored to help social media platforms in filter-
ing bots [32, 146], but with increasing capabilities of generative AI,
detecting non-human agents is becoming harder [45]. Therefore,
both legal efforts to deter bot accounts [130] and research on bot
and AI detection would have to progress together to reduce the
uncertainty and noise in online communication.

Another area of support highlighted by the participants was in
online safety to overcome the challenges in posting and aftermath.
In a survey conducted in 2017 and again in 2022, 41% of Americans
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reported experiencing online harassment [137] supporting the fear
of retaliation experienced by bystanders [143] as related by our
participants. The risk of intervening against online hate speech can
also be exacerbated by gender roles and other identities of the in-
tervener [142, 144]. While AI and algorithmic tools for moderation
and flagging have been developed to alleviate online harassment
and burden of moderators [6], they have shown to have varying
levels of effectiveness [111] especially for marginalized communi-
ties who perceive greater harms associated with online harassment
[68]. Along with improving existing methods and tools, further
support in harassment reporting (e.g., collecting evidence or adding
context) and recovery support could be assisted by AI-enhanced
tools [50]. Moreover, policies from social media platforms and legal
authorities have varying and unclear definition and responses to
online harassment [101] which are often not reflective of cultural
contexts [118]. This could cause interventions from users and AI
tools to be confusing and ineffective. Therefore, continued inves-
tigation of online harassment through both research and policy
efforts is necessary to create safer online spaces, which would not
only encourage intervention from bystanders by minimizing retal-
iation harms to counterspeakers but also help define the role of
counterspeech in this effort.

5.2 Preserving Authenticity of Counterspeech
One of the overarching concerns of AI tools that participants raised
was authenticity of counterspeech and transparency of online com-
munication. Participants raised concerns that AI involvementwould
cause counterspeech to be viewed as insincere or less credible.
Moreover, many participants pointed out that AI tools or bots are
frequently used to generate hate speech (Section 4.3.1), thus leading
to the idea that automated AI counterspeech would be pitting bots
against bots (e.g., protesting bots). Previous work supports this need
for authenticity when speaking up against hate, for example in
creating solidarity in activist movements and in calls to bystanders
to organize and participate [66, 120]. This concern is also echoed
by literature on AI which has shown that use of AI in communi-
cation can negatively affect trustworthiness of the speaker and
authenticity of the message [48, 71].

Authenticity and trust is, therefore, a key consideration for de-
signing AI tools that can help counterspeakers without damaging
their message. To help promote authenticity in online communica-
tion and reduce information overload due to unclear sources [80],
any system that generates automated counterspeech responses
(bots) should clearly disclose that it is not a human [38]. Bot and
AI generated text detection [32, 106], and disclosure policies [138]
will also help ensure transparency in online communication. For
responses generated through human-AI collaboration, there is less
clarity on how much disclosure is necessary to aid authentic com-
munication and connection. Other AI-mediated communication
tools have been shown to create different perception of the writers
and their intentions and led to feelings of deception [58, 65]. AI
counterspeech tool, especially because of its closeness to morality
(Section An Inductive Theory of the Counterspeaking Process and
Motivation), may further exacerbate these negative effects. There-
fore, it is an important research direction to understand how to

frame and present communication that is collaboratively created
with AI.

5.3 Cultivating Moral Agency and Engagement
Many participants saw counterspeech as a moral imperative be-
lieving that it was the right thing to do and chose to speak up
against hate in ways that reflected their values (Section An Induc-
tive Theory of the Counterspeaking Process and Motivation). This
is consistent with the argument by Howard [67] that counterspeech
is a moral duty for all citizens. However, with AI involvement, some
participants showed concerns about creating passive moral atti-
tudes leading to disengagement or shifting responsibilities to AI,
echoing the concerns of moral passivity caused by AI [35] and mis-
attribution of responsibility in AI mediated communication using
AI as a scapegoat when conversations go awry [64].

Therefore, cultivating moral agency is an important design con-
sideration to build AI tools that empowers users to engage and
take responsibility towards moral duties. Future research on AI as-
sisted counterspeech should focus on guiding users to be deliberate
in their choices to engage and to not overrely on AI systems to
make moral choices. Design methods to reduce overreliance such
as cognitive forcing function such as checklists [11] or explanations
about its outputs [135] should be explored and integrated into de-
sign of such AI systems. Furthermore, transparency about failures
of AI systems, notably encoded biases [39, 139] and limited cultural
context [109], would also be an important feature as AI generated
text can instill values and norms [70, 78]. In addition to building
unbiased and culturally aware AI systems [92], customization could
help promote user agency and correct these shortcomings [74, 134].
However, customization can lead to more cognitive effort, so future
AI counterspeech tools should consider effort-agency tradeoffs and
explore distinctions betweenmeaningful and non-meaningful effort
[69].

5.4 Protecting Mental Health
The stress of responding and not caring enough were frequently
discussed as reasons behind participants’ choices to not engage.
Experienced counterspeakers also noted that constant exposure
to hate speech can lead to feelings of being overwhelmed and it
becoming too much (Section 4.1). This is consistent with literature
on the experience of cyberbullying victimization, becoming the
target of cyberharassment or hate speech, and its link to mental
health, especially in relation to depression, anxiety, and social me-
dia fatigue [16, 72, 117]. Exposure to hate speech can especially be
damaging for the minority groups being targeted and can lead to
depression, suicidal thoughts, and stress [151]. Some recipients of
counterspeech (i.e., speaker behind hate speech) are not intention-
ally saying harmful things and could bewilling to change. Therefore,
call-out based [104] online shaming [131] and domination [141]
which could escalate conflict or lead to harm [85] should be avoided.

Thus, any AI counterspeech tool should take into considera-
tion mental health of those involved to empower and not harm
users. One recommendation would be to design tools focusing on
mental health such as human-AI collaboration for empathetic con-
versations [125] and focus on guiding systems to reflect a call-in
culture that encourages relating to others in affirming ways rather
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than shaming [104], however, in excess, this could lead to reducing
the opportunity for people to bring more authentic emotions, in-
cluding negative ones, into conversations [65]. Therefore, further
research is needed to understand how to best support users in gen-
erating authentic yet empathetic and emotionally-aware responses
to counter hate speech. Moreover, while ease of use is important
for counterspeech tools as discussed in Section 4.2, the ease of
counterspeaking may lead to more exposures to content that might
be harmful, especially if these tools are finding and encouraging
users to respond or increasing the speed of hate and counter hate
interactions. To mitigate this issue, design methods to encourage
mindfulness such as design frictions that intentionally slows down
interaction [30, 89] and reflective designs to encourage reflection
on intentions [121, 123] should be further studied to find balance
between efficiency and mindfulness in context of counterspeech
assistance and be integrated to help users be more mindful.

5.5 Bias in AI Against Marginalized Groups
Our participants also highlighted biases of AI against minorities
as one of the concerns (Section 4.3.2), which numerous studies
have pointed out as a key issue in AI systems [7, 9, 15]. AI systems,
especially language models, are often trained on Western-centric
data [109], and often exclude and filter out marginalized identi-
ties during preprocessing [37]. These opaque design decisions can
thus negatively impact marginalized communities, for example,
through disparate performance [51, 110, 148] and operationalized
stereotypes [7, 23].

As hate speech often targets marginalized communities [133],
mitigating AI biases is a key consideration for designing a system
to alleviate its impact. Therefore, methods to address this critical
challenge should be further explored when building AI counter-
speech tools. One strategy could involve amplifying marginalized
voices and reflecting more diverse values through different aggrega-
tion or careful data collection [49, 112, 128]. Furthermore, ongoing
efforts to audit biases in AI systems [7, 23, 87] can surface different
biases and enhance their mitigation. Additionally, it’s crucial to
delve deeper into the multidimensionality of identities [60] and
their representation [22] concerning AI systems and downstream
tasks.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Survey Participant Demographics. Both our survey and interview

studies and their analysis are limited to the answers from our partic-
ipants. Our survey study was conducted with North American (U.S.
and Canada) participants and were overwhelmingly from United
States. Moreover, due to our choice of platform (MTurk), our results
might not be representative of populations that are less familiar
with technology. The demographics of our survey participants was
also skewed especially in racial and sexual identities as more than
80% identified as white or Caucasian and heterosexual. While our
interview participants were from more diverse geographic regions,
the interviews were all conducted in English, limiting our results
to English-speaking countries. Therefore, our results may not gen-
eralize to populations outside the ones listed. These demographic
limitations are especially important to be explored by future works
given the disproportionate effect of technology on minority groups

[114, 115] and frequent targeting of minority groups in hate speech
[102, 107].

Definition of AI. To focus on collecting diverse ideas for AI us-
ages, we did not restrict the definition of AI when asking partici-
pants to envision AI tools. However, this could have lead to different
understanding of what constitutes AI, especially based on partici-
pants’ familiarity with AI [86]. While collecting levels of experience
with AI systems from the participants could have provided more
insight into their answers, our work did not cover the interaction
between different levels of experience with AI and differences in
participant answers. This intersection of AI experiences and envi-
sioning of AI tools would be an interesting future work.

Impact of AI and Counterspeech on Minority Groups. In addition
to expanding our study to more diverse demographics, future works
should consider studying the specific impact of AI-driven counter-
speech systems onmarginalized communities. AI systems in general
are known to exacerbate societal biases [124] and lead to further
marginalization and amplification of existing structural inequali-
ties [31, 110]. This risk is particularly salient in AI counterspeech
settings which aim to help and not further victimize hate-targeted
communities, and there has already been evidence of backfiring
of AI systems (e.g., refusing to talk about race [115] or misgen-
dering the user [114]). Therefore, continued effort in developing
participatory methods to ethically engage different marginalized
communities and intersections of such communities [54, 61, 127]
are essential.

Limited Context of Counterspeech. Future works could also ex-
plore counterspeech with a more global lens to understand a wider
set of barriers and their interaction with AI assistance. Especially
under authoritarian contexts, counterspeech, typically thought of
as combating hate, could be used to suppress speech or dissidents
[52]. Therefore, understanding the positionality of counterspeakers
and their cultural contexts would be an important area of future
work and an important ethical consideration toward understanding
dual use of AI-driven counterspeech tool. Additionally, our work
focused on text-based counterspeech largely agnostic to choice of
community or online platform; future works could explore various
modalities, platforms (e.g., TikTok), and communities for counter-
speech. We also scoped our current work’s focus on countering hate
speech. However, other forms of online harm, such as fake news,
could also be addressed by counterspeech. Future works could ex-
plore countering fake news and other forms of harm through AI
tools. Additionally, in this paper, we lay out several design con-
siderations that should be explored by future works. An iterative
design process should take place to implement these considerations
to co-design a counterspeech tool to empower and support users.

Limitation of Methods. While we used several measures to en-
sure quality of answers (Appendix A.1), due to decentralized nature
of crowdsourcing-based studies, it is difficult to guarantee that
data came from reliable and expected sources. Further, crowdwork-
ers may use AI-based tools such as ChatGPT to perform annota-
tion [136], which can be difficult to distinguish from human re-
sponses [28]. Therefore, in human annotation of bot-like responses,
we could have allowed both false negatives and false positives,
resulting in limitations in the internal validity of the data.
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7 CONCLUSION
This work explored the experiences, needs, and concerns of activist
counterspeakers and lay participants towards participatory AI for
counterspeech. Our findings surfaced a theory of counterspeak-
ing process, along with barriers at each step and motivations that
drive this process. Our work highlighted the tension between the
barriers (e.g., limited resources, lack of training, unclear impact,
and personal harms) and motivations (e.g., moral duty and positive
impact) and several ways that AI tool could help lower the barriers
to counterspeech. Furthermore, we also surfaced concerns over
the use of AI tools for counterspeech in authenticity, agency, and
functional doubts.

Our findings reveal a considerable gap between current direction
of research for AI assistance in counterspeech and an empowering
assistive tool for users as the negative impact of AI involvement
are not fully considered or addressed. To close this gap, we make
several design recommendations connecting our findings to pre-
vious works to inform an empowering, user-focused, design of
counterspeech AI tools. We provide recommendations focusing on
transparency to build trust and authenticity in online communi-
cation, on design methods to encourage deliberation and moral
agency, and on mindful designs to promote mental health. Our
discussion also raises questions about how to best reduce effort
and barriers of counterspeech without detracting from meaningful
communication and connection. Thus, our work calls for further
exploration and co-design of AI tools for counterspeech that ad-
dresses the participants’ concerns to empower users in building
safer and healthier online spaces.
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A SURVEY
A.1 Response Quality Checks

Pre-qualification Process. To ensure the quality of our results, we
used a pre-qualification process to prevent fraudulent responses.
The pre-qualification process included three questions:

(1) Humans are mammals.
How true do you think is the above statement?

(2) People are right handed.
What percentage of people do you think are right handed?

(3) Penguins can’t fly.
What percentage of penguins do you think can’t fly?

The workers answer using a slider with percentage ranging 0
to 100 or 11 point likert scale. We accept the answer to correct for
each question if they answer 1) 10, 2) greater than or equal to 50%,
and 3) 10. We consider a worker qualified if they score 3 on this
task. The workers were paid 0.22 USD for the qualification task.

Bot Detection. We used Google’s reCaptcha V21 and V32. More-
over, one of the authors manually annotated answers for bot-like
behaviors looking for responses that were repetitive, off-topic, or
non-sensical.
1https://developers.google.com/recaptcha/docs/display
2https://developers.google.com/recaptcha/docs/v3

A.2 Participant Demographics
Participant demographics are shown in Table 4. We asked partic-
ipant’s age, race, transgender identity, gender identity, sexuality,
religion, political leaning, education, and country of residence. Our
participants were largely from the U.S. and white with many hav-
ing bachelor’s degree or some college experience. As we filtered
for north American (U.S. and Canada) residents on MTurk, other
countries of residence might indicate erroneous reporting.

B ANALYSIS RESULTS
The codes developed from participant responses following themeth-
ods in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 are listed in Tables 5, 6, and 7. The high
level themes as discussed in An Inductive Theory of the Counters-
peaking Process and Motivation, Section 4.1 and 4.3 are indicated
using specific icons for visibility. Counterspeech barriers could be
categorized to high level themes of limited resources Â, lack of
training v, unclear impact É, and personal harms «. Moreover,
motivations are mapped to intrinsic motivation of moral duty m
and extrinsic, positive impact ¡. Some concerns about AI were
related to motivations and are indicated using the same icon. How-
ever, some additional themes emerged in long-term concerns ÷
and functional doubts®.
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(a) Age

Option Response (%)
18-24 years old 02.9240
25-34 years old 34.7953
35-44 years old 34.5029
45-54 years old 14.3275
55-64 years old 09.9415
65+ years old 02.9240
Prefer not to disclose 00.5848

(b) Race

Option Response (%)
White or Caucasian 82.6979
White or Caucasian,Asian,Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 00.2933
White or Caucasian,Asian 01.7595
White or Caucasian,Other 00.5865
White or Caucasian,American Indian/Native American or Alaska Native 01.1730
White or Caucasian,Black or African American 00.2933
White or Caucasian,Black or African American,Other 00.2933
White or Caucasian,Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 00.2933
American Indian/Native American or Alaska Native 00.5865
Asian 05.8651
Black or African American 04.6921
Prefer not to say 00.8798
Other 00.5865

(c) Transgender

Option Response (%)
Yes 02.3460
No 96.4809
Prefer not to disclose 01.1730

(d) Gender

Option Response (%)
Man 56.4327
Woman 41.2281
Two-spirit,Woman 00.2924
Genderqueer or gender fluid 00.2924
Additional gender category/identity 00.2924
Prefer not to disclose 01.4620

(e) Sexuality

Option Response (%)
Straight (heterosexual) 85.0877
Bisexual 06.4327
Bisexual,Pansexual 00.5848
Asexual 02.0468
Asexual,Straight (heterosexual) 00.2924
Lesbian 01.1696
Gay 01.1696
Pansexual 01.1696
Questioning or unsure 00.2924
Prefer not to disclose 01.7544

(f) Religion

Option Response (%)
Atheist 16.9591
Christian 39.1813
Agnostic 16.3743
Catholic 15.4971
Jewish 01.1696
Buddhist 01.1696
Hindu 00.5848
Muslim 00.2924
Nothing in particular 04.3860
Prefer not to disclose 02.3392
Something else, Specify: 02.0468

(g) Political Leaning

Option Response (%)
Strongly liberal 22.2222
Liberal 32.4561
Moderate 18.7135
Conservative 16.6667
Strongly conservative 08.4795
Prefer not to disclose 01.4620

(h) Education

Option Response (%)
Bachelor’s degree 57.6023
Some college, but no degree 13.1579
Graduate or professional degree 07.6023
High school diploma or GED 10.8187
Associates or technical degree 09.3567
Some high school or less 00.8772
Prefer not to say 00.5848

(i) Country of Residence

Option Response (%)
United States of America 97.9472
Namibia 00.2933
Canada 00.5865
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 00.2933
India 00.2933
Albania 00.2933
Argentina 00.2933

Table 4: Demographics of survey participants. All the heuristics are reported as percentages.
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Code Description Representative Quote
Barriers to Counterspeech
Â ResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResourcesResources Financial or people resources are limited, especially time it takes to do

counterspeech
“[The biggest challenge is] time. We’re doing a max already but for security
reasons we cannot be too big. This is not our job.”

Â Finding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speechFinding hate speech Takes time to find hate speech “It’s so time consuming looking for articles.”
v TrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTrainingTraining People don’t have the training “People don’t always know what to say.”
É ReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReachReach It’s hard to reach people, which is discouraging “When you feel unheard and it’s like I’m doing this for nothing - it’s not

really getting the word out - it’s frustrating”
« RiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRiskRisk There are risks of online or offline attacks “And the risk – the risk is real. I don’t use anonymous posting. In our

community, there is fear and so it’s risky when you put yourself out there.”
«Mental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental healthMental health It is too hard on mental health (stress or boredom) “You are just overwhelmed with what you are seeing.”

Counterspeaker Motivations
m RightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRightRight It’s the right thing to do / civic responsibility “I think it’s because it’s the right thing to do – I feel that at least I tried. ”
¡ ImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpactImpact Seeing evidence of successful impact “When you can see the comment section change. When you can see other

non-members speaking out. We take screen shots and save our successes.”
¡ Scale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - smallScale - small Quotes about the individual-level impact “Probably when we get in real time that we’ve helped someone, helped

someone who had maybe been reading the comments and had been upset by
them, they say something like, ‘oh thank goodness, I was in a pit of dispair
before seeing your comment.”’

Table 5: Codes developed from analysis of interview responses discussing counterspeech barriers and motivations.
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Code Description Representative Quote
Activist Counterspeakers
TimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTimeTime Â References to time or efficiency “Anything that could help us be more efficient - help us produce more.”
Finding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AIFinding - AI Â AI would help by locating hateful speech “I’ve spent up to two hours looking for good actions, so that would be

super helpful. ”
Scale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - bigScale - big É AI would help scale the work of counterspeakers “A tool that would amplify voice against hate speech. That would assist

in amplifying counterspeech and helping it reach the target audience.”

Lay-users
EfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiency Â The user wants to use the tool to save time. “It would be make responding to hatred so much easier if I could just

click a few boxes and let an AI do the work. Even though it won’t change
the hater’s heart, it would provide a counter to their hate speach.”

AI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-betterAI-better Â The user thinks that AI would be better thant they are. “[An AI] could give me a constructive framework for a much more
impactful response than I could otherwise generate on my own.”

Capability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependentCapability-dependent Â The user wants to explore the capabilities of the tool before deciding. “I would be willing to see the suggestion that the AI offered and decide
whether or not to use it.”

InformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformationInformation Âv The user thinks a tool would be helpful to compile information to
counter hate.

“if it was fact based i sure would use it, since i feel we all can have our
own oppinions”

GuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidanceGuidance v The user would use the tool to get guidance on how to respond
effectively: formulating response and creating more diverse response
in a more collaborative way, or to help them understand the hate or
detection of hate.

“I would potentially use it because it could give me a constructive frame-
work for amuchmore impactful response than I could otherwise generate
on my own”

EmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotionsEmotions v The user wants help with regulating their emotions to communicate
clearly or with effectively communicating user’s emotions.

“... It would help me to stay calm and collected. When I am faced with
hateful speech, I can sometimes get emotional. This can make it difficult
for me to respond effectively. The AI tool would help me to stay calm
and collected, so that I could focus on responding to the hateful speech in
a thoughtful and reasoned way. It would help me to feel more confident
in my responses...”

EmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowermentEmpowerment É The user feels empowered by being able to speak up in addressing
hate speech to create a positive impact.

“Because it would help me speak up more.”

Reduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stressReduce-stress « The user feels that having the tool could help reduce stress while
responding to hate speech.

“It might be less stressful to use than making a more personal comment.”

AI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxyAI-proxy « The user would rather have the AI get involved, rather themselves
(often under the guise of anonymity) either in responding or reporting.

“To be honest it sort of makes me feel like I have some plausible deniabil-
ity if an issue arises. In a worst case scenario I would be able to ‘blame’
it on the AI.”

Lay-users - AI Tools “”
Existing-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technologyExisting-technology The user refers to existing technology a specific AI tool that current

exists in the market.
“I use most of the time ChatGPT.”

ReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReportReport Â The user would like a system that can automatically or with minimal
input report hate speech.

“[An AI] that identifies the hate speech and remove or block the com-
ment.”

Response-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-supportResponse-support Â The user wants an AI tool that suggests or automatically replies with a
response to hate speech, which could also be refined by the user with
minimal input that is well-written and thoughtful. The user usually
wants efficient and time saving support with minimal engagement
and is easy to use.

“The one which suggest the reply in very decent manner.”

FactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactualFactual Âv The user expresses that it would be beneficial to have an assistive
technology that can gather factual information to formulate argu-
ments or fact-check hate speech. The users also want help in creating
responses that rational, intellectual, and logical arguments.

“I would use it if it gave out information that was correct and if it was
reliable.”

CollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborativeCollaborative v The user wishes to have more collaborative interaction to improve
their responses. Some examples of interactions include correction to
their written response such as grammar, emotional, or factual and
checking their own biases.

“Something I could be "checked" on, making sure MY post wasn’t also
toxic.”

Effective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communicationEffective-communication v The user would like to use an AI tool that is sensitive to human
emotions while addressing hate speech, and is capable of expressing
nuanced emotions. The user wants support communicating clearly
with the understanding of emotional, human factors focusing on
meaning and impact.

“An AI assistance that is nice and helps alleviate the situation.”

AlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAlignedAligned É The user would like an AI tool that is personally and/or culturally
aligned and provide responses just like how they would or in an
unbiased way.

“One that is trained off my data and personality that I approve of.”

ProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtectiveProtective « The user would like an AI tool that will protect them from retaliation
often through anonimity.

“I would like an AI tool that could prepare a message...[avoids] making
myself a target.”

Table 6: Codes developed from analysis of responses showing openness to adopt AI tools in SQ14 and in the interview studie as
well as responses to SQ15. The icons indicate the theme of barriers relevant to the code. The codes are separated into three
sections: benefits identified by activist counterspeakers, benefits identified by lay-users, and AI tools discussed by lay-users.
The colors of icons were chosen to match Figure 2.
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Code Description Representative Quote
Activist CounterSpeakers
Authenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategyAuthenticity - strategy ¡ Worries that inauthentic counterspeech would not be credible “The moment we deploy this online, a lot of people who share hateful

content and know a lot about tech will recognize it."
RealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealRealReal ÷ Quotes comparing AI to what is "real" “We do not need, neither for us nor for the haters, the possibility to create

a fake sentiment and take away our voices. It will boil down to who has
the money to pay it more."

Long-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-termLong-term ÷ Concerns that AI counterspeech has long-term negative consequences “Really using the bot at all is tricky. You aren’t inspiring real people to
participate. If we are actually going tomake change, we need those people
to be engaged. We need people to get involved in their communities."

CounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeakerCounterspeaker m Counterspeakers are aided by doing counterspeech “And there is something incredibly magic about turning something really
hateful in the other direction. You feel you aren’t hopeless or helpless."

Becoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monsterBecoming the monster m Troll farms are bad. Would we become just as bad by using a counter-
speech bot?

“I can see the appeal to that for sure, but I think that it takes out the
human component. We’re kind of no better than what is being used."

Emotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional IntelligenceEmotional Intelligence ® Emotional intelligence, empathy, you need a human, authenticity “The process itself I find very satisfying. Having a sense of not being
alone... For me, what’s really touching is that someone out there is just
there to support me. I’m not the only one who thinks this."

Functionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technicalFunctionality - technical ® Skepticism that AI counterspeech would work “I’m not sure about it getting the facts right. It’s not good for fact
checking."

Lay-users
AuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticityAuthenticity ¡ The user expresses concern that what AI communicates is not their

own words and would not represent what they are thinking espe-
cially their intentions (alignment) or would be considered inauthentic
focusing on "who" is behind counterspeech.

“Using AI is too impersonal and it sounds very generic."

Engaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpfulEngaging-not-helpful ÷ The user believes engaging with people who espouse hate speech
is not helpful in reducing that behavior or do not want hate speech
getting more attention. These users sometimes express that they
would engage if they knew that it would make an impact.

“I don’t think it matters if I get help with what I want to say if it’s just
falling on deaf ears."

AvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidanceAvoidance ÷ The user rather wishes to avoid hate speech rather than engage and
availability of an AI tool will not change this.

“I don’t engage in any online hate/drama. I just scroll right through."

AgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgencyAgency m The user does not want AI help especially because they are able to
perform the task themselves. The user prefers humans to respond
focusing on "how" counterspeech is generated.

“I believe in stating things that I feel not what an AI tells me to feel."

Capability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubtsCapability-doubts ® The user expresses that they do not think that AI response will have
an impact or it will contain other functionality problems.

“AI tools are often wrong and I wouldn’t want it’s bias’ to affect what I
am posting."

Become-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-targetBecome-target ® The user does not want to become the target of hate. “Having an AI help me write a response would not keep people from
sending me hateful replies. I cannot handle that."

Table 7: Codes from analysis of responses resistant to adopting AI tools from SQ14 and concerns raised by interview participants.
The icons indicate relevant themes of motivations that are negatively affected and new themes of functionality doubts and
long-term impact. The codes are presented in two sections: responses from activist counterspeakers and from lay-users.
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